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Soft LASER – QLaser System

**Q1000NG+**

Q1000NG+ (Next Generation) is the latest version of the Q1000 laser, which is now called the Legacy.

Q1000NG+ Laser is a rare breed. It drastically differs from most models of Low Level Lasers (Soft Lasers, Cold Lasers) on the market in that it is a **RESONATING** laser, not **STIMULATING**. What it ultimately means is that the high therapeutic efficacy of the Q1000NG+ Soft Laser can be achieved using very little power.

The body responds to gentle healing light much better than to a stimulating light as it is not overwhelming to the body and nourishes without pushing too hard. That makes the Q1000NG+ Resonating Low Level Laser very **SAFE**. In fact, it is so safe that you can, and should, use it directly on the eyes. (It is considered **Class 1** laser devices, which means “non-significant risk”, and it is even allowed to be sold ‘over-the-counter’ for some specified health conditions.)

What allows the Q1000NG+ Resonating Low Level Laser to be very effective while being so subtle is the patented **SOLITON** technology that creates a soliton wave of multi-colored light cascading through the body.

Another secret to high efficacy of Q1000NG+ is the fact that it combines the therapeutic effect of **light** and **frequency** medicine. Q1000NG+ modulates light by pulsing it on certain preset **therapeutic frequencies**. QLaser resonators have built-in computers that can independently control each laser thereby allowing for complex multiple therapeutic frequencies during each treatment cycle. Q1000NG+ has over 200 therapeutic modes to choose from.

**Q10**

Great “light” version of the Q1000 well suited for home use and much more affordable in price.

**660NG+ and 808NG+ Enhancer Probes**

These are **stimulating lasers** with 660 and 808 wavelengths that work in conjunction with Q1000NG+ using it as a power source. Enhancer QLaser Probes are pen-sized, hand-held probes that emit a beam of laser light approximately 1/4" in diameter. The laser light is conditioned by a cultured quartz crystal tip to facilitate gentle transmission to tissue.

**660 & 808 Flash Probes**

Just as the 660NG+ and 808NG+, the 660FP and 808FP are **stimulating lasers** with 660 and 808 wavelengths that work in conjunction with Q1000NG+ using it as a power source. Flash Probes have been specifically designed with several features to make their use easier for the self-treater. They can be programmed with up to 4 therapy modes.

**Web Links for More Detailed Information About the Products**

- Soft LASER: [http://softlaser.net/](http://softlaser.net/)

- Q1000NG+: [http://softlaser.net/products/q1000ng/](http://softlaser.net/products/q1000ng/)
  Q10: [http://softlaser.net/products/q10/](http://softlaser.net/products/q10/)

Our Shipment Policy

HealthBoss/Mediscen ships internationally “Ex-Works” (EXW – Incoterms 2000), unless agreed otherwise.

All orders ship within 1-5 business days from the date of payment, whether they are shipped directly by us or by one of our fulfillment companies. All efforts will be made to send all purchased items in the same package. HealthBoss/Mediscen, however, reserves the right to use partial shipments (subject to items availability in stock).

Standard shipping fees in North America:

SCENAR/COSMODIC devices - $35 USD
Solaris Blanket - $45 USD
Soft LASERs - $55 USD
Healing FUSION Packages - FREE Shipping

Individual quotes for shipping outside of North America.

Items requiring higher than standard insurance are insured as per client’s instructions and expense.

All packages are routinely sent via USPS Priority Mail (or Canada Post) 2-3 business days delivery with delivery confirmation, unless express mail is required. In this case, HealthBoss/Mediscen will obtain the estimates from courier services and discuss options with a client. The tracking number is forwarded to the client immediately after shipping of the item(s).

When shipping overseas, customs can delay packages by up to 6 weeks. This doesn’t happen often, but it can happen. HealthBoss/Mediscen have no control and absorbs no responsibility in such situations.

CONTACT US: HealthBoss/Mediscen 855-468-0033 support@healthboss.org

Full Terms and Conditions of Sale: http://healthboss.org/products/terms-and-conditions/

---

Our Client’s Satisfaction Guarantee

Your satisfaction is 100% GUARANTEED.

Use our Equipment for 30 days. If after that you feel it’s not worth many times your investment, you may return the devices (providing they are in good working condition and undamaged) for a full refund, less shipping and handling and 15% restocking fee. *

All Healing FUSION Packages are covered under 90-day Satisfaction Guarantee.

Solaris Blankets and Informational products (such as DVDs) are generally non-refundable, unless individual special considerations have been applied. We, however, will replace any malfunctioning DVD. If, for some reason, you are not satisfied with the quality and/or content of our training materials, please give us a call and we will do our best to ensure your full satisfaction.

* Why do we charge restocking fee? First, because we cannot resell the pre-owned equipment as new. Second, we sincerely hope that you put the equipment to good use during the time you had it. The 15% fee is significantly less than what you would pay to rent this equipment.

HealthBoss/Mediscen 855-468-0033 support@healthboss.org

Full Terms and Conditions of Sale: http://healthboss.org/products/terms-and-conditions/
Over the last 13 years, we have conducted a thorough research and clinical comparison of the different Soft Lasers and selected the Q LASER System as our choice for you for the following reasons:

**Q-LASERs (Q1000NG+ & Q10)** are multi-colored. They combine light of several wavelengths – and it is a well-known fact that different tissues in the body respond to different wavelength.

Recipe for the color combination, which is unique and proprietary to the Q-LASER System, allows for the light of different wavelength not to weaken each other due to interference but to enhance and strengthen each color’s effect due to forming a SOLITON WAVE of light in the body.

The phenomenon of SOLITON WAVE is well-known in nature and can be seen in tidal waves, dolphin sound communication, and many other natural phenomena where a wave travels a very long distance without losing its size and strength. It is formed when several waves come together in a very particular way making a whole greater than the sum of its parts. The SOLITON WAVE of Q-LASER light travels within the body uninterruptedly carrying the nourishing energy to all organs and tissues. The Q-LASER light cascades from the place it is applied to everywhere like the body is transparent.

The above unique quality allows the use of a VERY LITTLE LASER POWER making the Q-LASERS Q1000NG+ and Q10 RESONATING LASERS while most of the other Soft LASERs on the market are STIMULATING. The body likes the low LASER power and responds to it much better as it is not overwhelming to the body and nourishes without damaging. Q1000NG+ and Q10 Resonating LASERs are so safe that you can use them successfully even directly on the eyes.

While the Resonating LASERs are very helpful for the widest variety of disorders, some of ill-health conditions still require the power of a Stimulating LASER. **Q-LASER system** is the only one on the market today that provides for combination of Resonating and Stimulating LASERs. The Stimulating 660 and 808 LASER Enhances are used in combination with Q1000NG+ utilizing its battery power. That gives you a unique blend of three LASERs for the price of one.

FDA confirms the efficiency of the Q1000NG and 660 Flash Probe Soft LASER in treatment of osteoarthritis of the hand and allows it for sale over-the-counter.
Q1000NG+ Low Level Laser

The Q1000NG+ is a Soft Laser for Both Soft & Hard Tissue.

It features computer-controlled energy output which stays constant and is essential to avoid the body’s tendency to polarize against fluctuating energy sources.

Features:

• 20 diodes –12 LASER diodes and 8 LEDs, that deliver resonating subtle energies pulsating on multiple therapeutic frequencies;
• 7 different wavelengths 470-940nm simultaneously with blue, red, and infrared output forming up to 6 soliton waves;
• 9 programmable Modes deliver resonating subtle energies to cells;
• Q1000NG+ is the power source for 2 Flash Probes (or 2 NG+ enhancers)
• Smart Lithium Ion battery provides approximately 200 minutes before charging;
• Computer-controlled energy output, which stays constant and is essential to avoid the body’s tendency to polarize against fluctuating energy sources;
• Power per element: less than 5mW;
• Size of a cordless telephone headset;
• Industrial strength aluminum housing milled from a solid block of aluminum. Your Q1000NG+ is made to last a life-time;
• 2-year standard warranty.

Q1000NG+ comes with 3 different preprogrammed treatment modes:

• Mode 1: for pain, inflammation, burns, tendon, ligament, and bone injuries
• Mode 2: for the heart and brain
• Mode 3: 29 different frequencies beneficial to glands and organs

It can be programmed up to 9 therapy modes at a time. Overall, 200+ Therapy Modes are available for programming online. Patent-pending technology allows full customizing of your Q1000NG+ for YOUR needs.

Q: How do Resonating Lasers differ from Stimulating ones?
A: Resonating Low Level Lasers combine the therapeutic effect of light and frequency medicine. Resonating light emitting devices modulate light by making it pulse on a certain predetermined therapeutic frequency. The Q1000NG+ Laser can produce frequencies from 1 to 20,000 Hertz. QLaser resonators have built-in computers that can independently control each laser diode (and the Q1000NG+ has 12 of them), thereby allowing for complex multiple therapeutic frequencies during each treatment cycle. Sequences of frequencies have been combined into proprietary therapy modes that you can easily customize your device for.

Modulating frequencies is not the only secret of the Resonating QLasers though. Q1000 Laser is also MULTICOLORED. 7 unique and most beneficial healing wavelengths (colors) of light uncovered by Dr. Lytle during his research are delivered by 20 light diodes in the Q1000NG (12 true LASER diodes and 8 LEDs) simultaneously with blue, red, and infrared output (470-940nm range). Multiple wavelengths in Resonating QLasers are combined in a unique and proprietary way to form a SOLITON WAVE of light capable of deep and gentle penetration into the body.

Imagine a tidal wave of healing light cascading through your body, nourishing, energizing, and rejuvenating your damaged and injured cells, bathing your organs and tissues in coherent radiance, recharging your depleted biological battery – that’s Low Level Laser Therapy with Q1000NG+. 
Q10 Soft Laser

Designed for home use – either by professionals as a rental device … or by laypersons themselves, the Q10 fills a much ignored niche in the laser therapy market.

With very few exceptions, regardless of how much you pay, competing products usually only offer one wavelength of laser energy. **Why limit your chances for success?**

Features:

- **Four True Laser Diodes With New Cutting-Edge Soliton Wave Configurations**
- Many competing products costing thousands of dollars more offer less.
- **Five LED’s, Including A New Blue Wavelength**
- The Q10 is one of the only laser products in the world to combine both true laser diodes and LED’s in the same delivery head. The results are superior performance.
- **Five Different Wavelengths of Beneficial Energy.**
- **Three Unique Treatment Modes**
  - **Mode 1** – Pain/Inflammation
  - **Mode 2** – Skin/Cosmetic Enhancement
  - **Mode 3** – Universal Health Benefits
    - Each mode utilizes unique frequency’s to provide better results.
- **Application Specific Internal Battery With Q-Charge Intelligent Charging System**
- Get over 300 minutes of use per battery charge. Very high quality, long-life lithium-ion battery and intelligent charger mean less problems and headaches for you.
- **Bright Multi-Color Display**
- No more fumbling around trying to determine what function your laser is in.
- **Sleek Ergonomic Design**
- The Q10 is designed to fit even the smallest hands comfortably.
- **Extremely Portable**
  - At just under 7.5” tall, 1.5” thick and only 8.2 ounces the Q10 is “take it with you anywhere” small and portable.
- **Intuitive One-Button Operation**
- One button user friendly design.
- **Maximum Safety – Class I, Non-Significant Risk Laser Device**
- No risk, no worries … safe enough to use anywhere and on anyone
808 Flash Probe

The 808 Flash Probe produces 100mW of 808nm near-infrared laser light.

Studies show that this power and wavelength configuration is able to penetrate deeply and is effective in helping heal cartilage, ligaments and bone issues. Some acupuncturists use effectively on deep acupuncture meridian’s.

Efficacious as well for bone infections, fractures slipped and herniated discs.

Specifications:

- Light Emitting Elements: Single 808nm 500mW laser diode
- Operational Output Power: 100mW
- Treatment Area: 0.05 sq. in. (0.3165 cm2)
- Power Density: 315.95 mW/cm2
- Energy Output: 18 joules per 3-minute treatment cycle
- Registered as a Class IIIB laser device

660 Flash Probe

The 660 Flash Probe sends out 30mW of 660nm visible red laser light.

This wavelength has been shown beneficial for stimulating acupuncture points in place of needles, promoting healing in soft tissues and muscles, reducing muscle spasms, healing wounds and softening scars.

Very good for acupuncture points, scarring, in the ear, and many dental applications (in the mouth) such as gingivitis, Periodontal disease, and cold sores. Not recommended for use on the eyes.

Specifications:

- Light Emitting Elements: Single 660nm 50mW laser diode
- Operational Output Power: 30mW
- Treatment Area: 0.05 sq. in. (0.3165 cm2)
- Power Density: 110.58 mW/cm2
- Energy Output: 6.6 joules per 3-minute treatment cycle
- Registered as a Class IIIA laser device
**808NG+**

The 808NG+ produces 300mW of 808nm near-infrared laser light.

Studies show that this power and wavelength configuration is able to penetrate deeply and is effective in helping heal cartilage, ligaments, nerves, scars, and bone issues.

Efficacious as well for bone infections, fractures slipped herniated discs, teeth problems, and even CAVIATIONS.

**Specifications:**

- Light Emitting Elements: Single 808nm 500mW laser diode
- Operational Output Power: 300mW
- Treatment Area: 0.05 sq. in. (0.3165 cm2)
- Power Density: 947.87 mW/cm2
- Energy Output: 57 joules per 3-minute treatment cycle
- Registered as a Class IIIB laser device
- Dimensions: 7.625in. x 0.75in. x 0.75in. (19.4cm. x 1.9cm. x 1.9cm.)
- Weight: 11.25oz. (319g.)
- Quartz Tip

**660NG+**

The 660ng send out 30mW of 660nm red laser light.

This wavelength has been shown beneficial for stimulating acupuncture points in place of needles, promoting healing in soft tissues and muscles, reducing muscle spasms, healing wounds and softening scars.

Very good for acupuncture points, scarring, in the ear, and many dental applications (in the mouth) such as gingivitis, Periodontal disease, and cold sores. Not recommended for use on the eyes.

**Specifications:**

- Light Emitting Elements: Single 660nm 50mW laser diode
- Operational Output Power: 30mW
- Treatment Area: 0.05 sq. in. (0.3165 cm2)
- Power Density: 110.58 mW/cm2
- Energy Output: 6.6 joules per 3-minute treatment cycle
- Registered as a Class IIIA laser device
- Dimensions: 7.625in. x 0.75in. x 0.75in. (19.4cm. x 1.9cm. x 1.9cm.)
- Weight: 11.25oz. (319g.)
- Quartz Tip